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Component
Registration Template

Notes
Issue
Fixed
When building template it is missing
some registered skiers. It looks like if
someone registers for a division different
than their age group it is not picking them
up. Need to review. The processed
used for the direct import does seem to
be picking up these registrations.
Trick and jump event groups are missing Added fields to export
from export list
Validation of email addresses is being
Fixed validation to ignore an empty field
thrown when no value has been input
and just navigating.
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Component
Slalom Entry

Notes
Issue
At the tournament we just finished and
Needed to reset the Reride indicators
was posted on the website, a young
when a time is re-entered
mans dad alerted me that his son (Josh
Gardner) had skied 1.5 @ 32’ off, after
completing a 28’ off pass. When I went
back into the scoring system, the
attached excel file is a screen shot of
what I saw. It showed a slow boat time
although it was a perfect time for the first
pass, and a good time for the 1.5 score
for the second pass, but a total score of
only 1.5 buoys.
With some experimentation, I found that
if you enter 6’s for the first pass with a
bad time, then revise the time to a good
time, it will show the smiley face and the
correct score in the brown boxes,
however it retains the checkmark in the
reride box. Then, if the next pass is not a
full pass, the final score in the brown
boxes will revert back to the score of the
second pass since the reride box is still
checked.
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Running Order

At that point in time, it is very easy to
think the skier is scored correctly if the
scorer has not looked at the total buoys.
When refreshing the running order on the Added a refresh step to the Live Web
Live Web it is not handling skiers that
update for the running order
have been removed from the event

